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Abstract: The microenvironment, which involves pollutant dispersion of the urban street canyon, 
is critical to the health of pedestrians and residents. The objectives of this work are twofold: i) to 
effectively assess the pollutant dispersion process based on a theory and ii) to adopt an appropirate 
stratigy, i.e., wind catcher, to alleviate the pollution in the street canyons. Pollutant dispersion in 
street canyons is essentially a convective mass transfer process. Because the convective heat transfer 
process and the mass transfer process are physically similar and the applicability of field synergy 
theory to turbulence has been verified in the literature, we apply the field synergy theory to the study 
of pollutant dispersion in street canyons. In this paper, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
simulation is conducted to investigate the effects of wind catcher, wind speed and the geometry of 
the street canyons on pollutant dispersion. According to the field synergy theory, Sherwood number 
and field synergy number are used to quantitatively evaluate the wind catcher and wind speed on 
the diffusion of pollutants in asymmetric street canyons. The results show that adding wind catchers 
can significantly improve the air quality of the step-down street canyon and reduce the average 
pollutant concentrations in the street canyon by 75%. Higher wind speedenhances diffusion of 
pollutants differently in different geometric street canyons. 
Keywords: Street canyon; Field synergy theory; CFD simulation; Pollutant dispersion; Wind 
catcher 
1. Introduction 
As a result of rapid urbanization, the demand for transportation is increasing, resulting in 
increases in the emissions of motor vehicle pollutants and environmental pollution of urban street 
canyons. For an investigation of the dispersion characteristics of pollutants in street canyons, it is 
important to predict and evaluate air quality accurately based on urban morphology and 
meteorological conditions. Numerous computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations[1-5], 
water/wind tunnel experiments[6, 7] and field measurements have been conducted to understand the 
impacts of various urban designs on urban airflow and pollutant dispersion.  
A wide range of factors which have impact on urban pollutant dispersion have been studied, 
including building geometry[8, 9], local atmospheric conditions[10, 11], geometry of street canyons[12, 
13], chemical reactions of pollutants[14, 15], elevated building design[16, 17], thermal stratifications and 
buoyancy forces induced by wall heating and solar shading[18, 19] and tree plantings[20, 21] Specifically, 
for symmetric street canyons, the avenue street canyon coupled with short street canyon is beneficial 
to the dispersion of pollutants. For asymmetric street canyon, step-up street canyon and street 
canyon with non-uniform building heights are better for the microenvironment. For wind conditions, 
high wind speed and oblique wind direction are favorable conditions. For chemical reactions, it 
strongly depends on the layout of street canyons, atmospheric conditions and the presence of other 
chemicals. For the impact of the viaduct, the height of the viaduct should not be close to the depth 
of the street canyon. For thermal conditions, when the thermal stratification is unstable or when the 
windward side is the main heating surface, the air quality in street canyon would be better. For trees 
planting, planting low foliated trees and align discontinuously along the canyon would be a good 
choice. 
Apart from the above factors, wind catchers have attracted particular research interest because 
they canenhance the ventilation of street canyon and improve the air quality in street canyons. As 
architectural elements, wind towers and wind catchers have historically been popular in the Middle 
East, especially Iran [22, 23]. They are effective as passive cooling and natural ventilation methods for 
indoor/outdoor interfaces [24, 25], although air airflow rate is strongly influenced by geometry of wind 
catchers and wind direction and speed. Over the past few decades, some research has been carried 
out to revive and reuse wind catchers to improve thermal comfort [26, 27]. In modern buildings, wind 
catchers are increasingly used as natural ventilation systems to minimize consumption of non-
renewable energy and reduce harmful emissions [28]. Montazeri et al.[29] presented a detailed 
evaluation of the impact of outlet openings on basic flow characteristics of cross-ventilation using 
wind-catchers integrated into a single-zone isolated building. The results showed that using outlet 
openings very close to the wind catcher will not increase the induced airflow, while it leads to a 
considerable reduction in the indoor air quality. A combination of one-sided wind-catcher and 
window is superior, while the use of two-sided wind-catchers leads to the lowest indoor air quality 
and air change efficiency. 
However, relevant research on the impact of wind catchers on pollutant dispersion in street 
canyon is still limited. Chew, et al. [30] explored the potential of wind catchers to enhance air quality 
by installing a wind catcher prototype in a water channel. Experiments showed that the wind 
catchers enhance pedestrian-level wind speed in the target canyon by 2.5 times. Similarly, Zhang, 
et al. [31] evaluated the effect of setting wind catchers on the decrease of vehicle pollution in deep 
street canyons through CFD simulation. The setting of the wind catchers greatly increased the wind 
speed in the upper area of the street canyon. In addition, the normalized speed of the pedestrian 
layer increased significantly, thereby reducing the CO concentration by one to two orders of 
magnitude. Under different traffic tidal flow conditions, the effect of wind catchers on street canyon 
structures was investigated by Li, et al. [32]. The results showed that in the shallow street canyon or 
regular street canyon, wind catchers can significantly reduce the personal intake fraction (IF_p), in 
the step-up or step-down street canyon, the decrease in windward IF_p was relatively slight with 
wind catchers.  
The previous studies focused on the impact of the wind catchers on pedestrian-level, or on the 
windward or leeward side, this work intends to explore its impact on the overall pollutant diffusion 
in the target street canyon. More importantly, the above research tends to qualitatively analyze the 
impact of various physical factors on the diffusion of pollutants in the street canyon. However, the 
concern about the degree of influence of various factors on the diffusion of pollutants is not enough. 
We aim to address this gap and find that the convective mass transfer field synergy can be used to 
quantitatively evaluate the influence of different factors on the diffusion of pollutants in street 
canyon. 
The theory of convection mass transfer field synergy comes from the theory of convection heat 
transfer field synergy. Therefore, the origin and development of this theory are summarized as 
follows. The global energy crisis that began in the early 1970s has led to the rapid development of 
heat transfer enhancement technology, but the resistance loss is also substantial, which limits the 
engineering application of this technology. Guo et al. [33] compared a convective heat transfer system 
to a heat conduction system with an internal heat source in 1998 by integrating the energy equation 
of the boundary layer and introducing the concept of source strengthening. The theory of thermal 
field synergy resulted in new theories and new methods to enhance heat transfer. Han et al. [34] 
demonstrated the thermodynamic, phenomenological, and philosophical basis of the field synergy 
theory based on the quiescent thermodynamic and non-equilibrium thermodynamic theory, and 
extended the field synergy theory to the three transfer processes in nature (momentum, heat, and 
mass transfer). The generalized field synergy theory was proposed. Liu et al.[35] investigated the 
laminar heat transfer between a fluid and a wall surface and proposed the principle of synergy 
between the physical quantities of the particles in the flow field in laminar flow. The authors 
discussed the internal relationship between synergy and enhanced heat transfer and determined that 
any particle in the flow field can be characterized by the angle between the temperature gradient, 
velocity gradient, pressure gradient, and velocity vector, thereby providing theoretical guidance for 
the enhancement of convective heat transfer. Zeng and Tao [36] applied the field synergy principle to 
turbulent heat transfer and calculated the field integration value to prove that the field synergy 
principle was also applicable to turbulent heat transfer. Liu et al. [37] established the energy and 
momentum synergy equations of turbulent heat transfer based on the synergistic principle of laminar 
convective heat transfer and revealed the synergistic relationship between heat flow, mass flow, and 
the fluid driving force in turbulent heat transfer. The applicability of the field synergy principle to 
turbulent heat transfer was demonstrated. Chen et al.[38] extended the field synergy principle to 
convection mass transfer analysis based on the analogy of the three transfer processes (momentum, 
heat, mass); the effect of the synergy between the velocity vector and the pollutant concentration 
gradient on the decontamination rate of indoor ventilation was demonstrated. The convective mass 
transfer field synergy equation was solved to obtain the best ventilation method, improve the room's 
purification capacity, and provide theoretical guidance for using the field synergy principle to 
improve the decontamination rate. 
In summary, we apply convection mass field synergy theory to quantitatively analyze pollutant 
diffusion, i.e. to measure the effect of wind catchers, wind speed, step-up and step-down street 
canyons on pollutant diffusion. Right-angle wind catchers were added to buildings on both sides of 
street canyons with different geometric shapes to improve ventilation capacity of street canyons, 
Field synergy angle and Sherwood number are used to measure the effect of wind catchers on 
pollutant dispersion in street canyons. Field synergy number and Sherwood number are used to 
evaluate the effect of geometry of street canyon and wind speed on pollutant dispersion. It is worth 
noting that we performed two experimental verifications in order to increase reliability of numerical 
simulation results...  
 
2. Field synergy theory in convective mass transfer 
Chen et al. [38] used the concentration conservation equation of the steady-state mass diffusion 
of the three-dimensional passive term and integrated the equation over the entire diffusion domain. 
Gauss's theorem was then used to convert the volume integral to the surface integral. On a surface 
without mass diffusion, the concentration gradient is zero, and the integral value is zero; the inlet 
and outlet wind speeds are very large, but the concentration gradient is small and can be ignored. 
The final equation is simplified as: 
cos ( D C)
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where  represents the air density（kg/m3）；U represents the fluid velocity（m/s）； C
represents the concentration gradient of the component；D  represents the mass transfer diffusion 
coefficient（m2/s）；   represents the angle between the velocity vector and the vector of the 
concentration gradient of the component. 
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The dimensionless variables are substituted into equation (1). The equation is dimensionless 
and the Sherwood number, which represents the relative size of convection and diffusion mass 
transfer, is obtained. The pollutant dispersion in street canyons is influenced by various factors such 
as ambient wind, non-isothermal effect caused by solar radiation, vehicle movement and its high 
temperature exhaust emissions, geometrical configurations of the street canyons. Under the 
combined influences of the above factors, pollutants are mainly spread in the form of convection 
with the air in the street canyon, which is a typical mass transfer process. The equation of the 
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=  and the Schmitt number is Sc
D

= ; these numbers are 
related to the physical properties of fluid； mh  represents the convective mass transfer coefficient. 
Equation (4) indicates that the Sherwood number is not only related to the Reynolds number 
and Schmitt number but also depends on the synergy angle between the velocity vector and the 
concentration gradient vector, which represents the integral value of the dot product of the two 
vectors in the target area. Therefore, the integral value, which represents the synergism, is defined 
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In equation (5), cosU C U C  =  . The larger the dot product of the two vectors, the 
larger the field synergy number, the larger the Sherwood number, and the better the convective mass 
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3. Physical model and mathematical model 
3.1 Physical model 
An urban multi-street canyon model was established (Fig. 1) to analyze the influence of 
different street canyon shapes on pollutant dispersion. There are seven street canyons in the model, 
and the fourth street canyon is the target street canyon. The different street canyon shapes are set 
only for the target street canyon, and other street canyons remain unchanged. The building height is 
H = 20 m, and the ideal street canyon model H/W = 1: 1 is used. A two-way, four-lane street is 
located in the center of the canyon. Each lane has a width of 4 m and a total length of 16 m. A 
uniform surface pollution source is assumed in the lane, with a width of 0.8 H and a height of 0.03 
H. The inlet boundary is 5 H from the upstream building of the first street canyon, the outlet 
boundary is 10 H from the downstream building of the 7th street canyon, and the upper boundary is 
5 H from the top of the building. Based on the above criteria, the size of the computational domain 
is 520 m × 120 m. 
 
Fig. 1 Computing domain and boundary conditions of the street canyon model  
3.2 Mathematical model 
At present, numerical simulations of street canyons have commonly used the Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes turbulence model. Scholars [39, 40] have compared the characteristics of 
different Reynolds-averaged turbulence models. The renormalized k-ε model is a modification of 
the standard k-ε model, and it was found that the former model provides more accurate results for 
the prediction of pollutant concentration. Therefore, we use the renormalized k-ε turbulence model 
to simulate pollutant dispersion. 
In street canyons, the air moves at a slower speed than elsewhere, and the air is considered to 
be an incompressible fluid. The flow of viscous incompressible fluids is commonly described by 
the Navier-Stokes equation. It is assumed that the incoming wind and source intensities do not 
change over time. The continuity equation, momentum equation, energy equation, pollutant 
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Navier-Stokes equation: 
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Energy equation: 
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where keff represents the effective thermal conductivity. jJ   represents the component's 
diffusion flux. The first three terms on the right of equation (13) represent the energy transfer due 
to heat conduction, component diffusion, and viscous dissipation, respectively. Sh denotes the 
chemical reaction’s exothermic (endothermic) heat and any other user-defined volumetric heat 
source. 
Pollutant transport equation: 
1
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S represents the pollutant source term defined in this study, which is 10-7 kg/(m³.s). 
RNG k-ε equation: 
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where 
k represents the inverse effective Prandtl number of K,   represents the inverse 
effective Prandtl number of ε, and
eff represents the effective turbulent viscosity; /Sk = , S  
represents the deformation tensor, 1C  =1.42, 2C  =1.68,C =0.0845, 0.012 = ， 0 4.38 = . 
3.3 Boundary conditions 
The velocity inlet is in the form of a gradient wind, and the outlet boundary is set to a free-flow 
condition. The upper boundary of the computational domain is set to a symmetric boundary 
condition, which is a zero-gradient boundary. In the near-wall area and near-ground area of the 
building, turbulence cannot be fully developed. On the wall, roof, and ground of the building, a 
standard wall function is introduced for near-wall correction. All the other wall surfaces shall be 
applied with a slip wall boundary condition. 
    The vertical characteristics of the ambient wind are affected by the terrain and are closely 
related to the roughness of the terrain. Based on this, the gradient wind is used to represent the 
ambient wind speed. For the inlet boundary condition, the wind speed conforms to the law of 
exponents or the law of logarithms [41, 42]. In this paper, the user-defined function is used to define 
the exponential rate velocity curve of the velocity inlet and the corresponding turbulent kinetic 
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where 
refU represents the velocity at a reference height. U

represents the friction velocity. k  
represents the von Karman constant (0.4), and Cμ=0.09.  
 
3.4 Mesh generation and sensitivity analysis 
The discretization of the computing domain is an important aspect of numerical simulations. 
The advantage of a structured mesh[43] is that the mesh is regular, simple, and convenient, the 
calculation is easy, and the memory requirement is small. Because the model in this study is 
relatively simple and regular, structured meshes were used as the computing domain to ensure the 
accuracy of the calculation and minimize the memory requirements. Eight-layer boundary meshes 
are used on the wall surface and the ground of the building to ensure the applicability of the standard 
wall surface function. The first layer mesh is 0.02 m, and the y+ at the boundary is guaranteed to be 
about 20. Inside the street canyon, the mesh division of the boundary area of the computing domain 
is relatively sparse; the mesh of Δx × Δy = 0.2 m × 0.2 m is used. The final mesh is shown in Fig. 
2. 
 
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the mesh demarcation 
The commercial CFD software ANSYS FLUENT 15.0 is used for the numerical simulation. 
The solution uses the SIMPLE algorithm to compile the ambient wind through the user-defined 
function. The second-order upwind style is used for the discrete method of the convection term, the 
Green-Gaussian node method is used for gradient interpolation, and the standard algorithm is used 
for pressure interpolation. The convergence factor of the energy equation is 1 ×10-8, and the 
convergence factors of the other variables are 1 ×10-5. 
The independence of the mesh is validated to ensure accurate results. Three different mesh 
sizes (201162, 272608, and 396578) are selected. The calculations are performed on the same 
computer under the same working conditions. The reference wind speed is 2 m/s, and the source 
intensity of the pollution source is 10-7 kg /(m3·s). We select the centerline of the street in the X-axis 
direction (X = 210 m, Y line from 0 m-20 m). The wind velocity and CO mass fraction for different 
mesh sizes are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively. The maximum errors between the 
different mesh sizes for the wind velocity and CO mass fraction are less than 5%. The results show 
that a further increase in the mesh size will not provide a significant change in the calculation results. 
Therefore, the mesh size of 272608 is selected in this study. 
 
(a)                                 (b) 
Fig. 3 (a) wind velocity and (b) mass fraction of CO on the X=210 m line for different mesh sizes  
3.5 Model validation 
Model validation is an important component of simulations to ensure the accuracy and 
reliability of the numerical simulation results. The most common method is to establish a model that 
has the same parameters as those of a wind tunnel test, use the same boundary conditions and 
working conditions, and compare the results. In order to increase reliability, two experimental 
verifications were performed. The first experiment verifies the applicability of the geometric model 
through wind speed profiles. The second verifies the reliability of simulated pollutant concentrations.  
In the first validation, we use the wind tunnel experimental data of Takenobu et al. [44] to 
evaluate the reliability of the two-dimensional multi-street canyon application of the RNG k-ε model. 
The wind tunnel experiment was conducted at the Japanese Central Electric Power Research 
Institute. The size of the experimental wind tunnel was 17 m × 3 m × 1.7 m. At the test entrance (h 
= 0.65 m), 7 Irwin-type vortex generators were located, and 3 L-shaped partitions were arranged at 
equal intervals on the ground from X =0 to X =5.0m at the entrance. Twenty-eight identical (1.56 
m × 0.12 m × 0.12 m) cubes with equal spacing of 0.12 m (H) were located at a distance of 10.5 m 
from the air outlet to simulate multiple street canyons and produce near-surface turbulent flow. A 
gradient wind was set at the inlet boundary, and the reference wind speed at z = 2 H was 1.15 m/s; 
the 25th street canyon was used as the test street canyon, and the change in wind speed in the Z-axis 
direction at Y/H= 0, X/H= 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 of the tested street canyon was measured using a laser 
Doppler velocimeter.  
In the second validation, the concentrations obtained by RANS is compared with those in the 
experiments conducted by Pavageau and Schatzmann [45]. The pollutant emission rate Q is 
represented by a ground-level continuous pollutant line source of length Ly placed parallel to the 
spanwise axis from X/H = 0.0 to X/H = 1.0. The tracer gas ethane (which is used in this wind-tunnel 
experiment and also our numerical simulation) is only emitted from a line source within the canyon. 
As shown in x axis of Figure 5, concentration K is normalized by the Uref (the free-stream velocity, 
1m/s) taken at 650 mm above the floor in the free-stream region of the flow above the test street. C 
is the actual measured concentration, block height H (0.06 m), line source length L, and total 
emission Qe.  
Based on the two experiments, the same geometric models were established in this study, and 
consistent boundary conditions were set. The calculation results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 
5. For the fluid velocity in Figure 4, the simulation data agree well with the experimental data. 
However, at z/H <0.4, the simulated values are slightly higher than the experimental values. As to 
the concentration, Figure 5 shows that the numerical simulation results of normalized mean 
concentration at X/H = 0.0 agree well with the experiment data. However, there is a small deviation 
in the normalized mean concentration at X/H =1.0, which may be due to the difference in the airflow 
generated by the vortex generator and the simulated airflow. Despite some slight differences, the 
RNG k-ε turbulence model is feasible for solving fluid flow and pollutant dispersion. 
  
（a）x/H=0.25                   （b）x/H=0.75 
Fig. 4 Comparison of the normalized velocity in the vertical direction obtained from 
simulations and experiments[44] . 
 
(a) x/H=0.0                       (b) x/H=1.0 
Fig. 5 Comparison of the normalized concentration in the vertical direction obtained from 
simulations and experiments[45]. 
3 Results and discussion 
Pollutants in street canyons can be divided into gaseous pollutants and solid particles. 
Compared with gaseous pollutant, the dispersion effect of particulate matter is not only affected by 
wind speed and thermal buoyancy but is also closely related to the particle size of the particulate 
matter and the deposition effect, which depends on the air humidity. For simplification, CO is 
selected as the pollution source because it accounts for a relatively large part of the vehicle's exhaust 
gases and has stable chemical properties. For comparison and analysis, the concentration of the 
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where C represents the mass fraction of the pollutants obtained from the FLUENT simulation; 
Uref (m/s) is the wind speed at the reference height; H represents the building height, Sc represents 
the total emission intensity of the pollutant source (kg/(m³.s) ), Ac (m2) represents the area of the 
pollutant source. The concentration of the pollutants is dimensionless to avoid the influence of the 
source intensity and street geometry on the calculation results. 
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where iC  represents the average mass fraction of CO in the i-th grid;   represents the 
computing domain of the target street canyon; S  represents the area of the target street canyon. 
4.1 Influence of street canyon geometry 
The building heights are different on different sides of the street in real life. In this study, we 
analyzed the pollutant dispersion in three common street canyon types, namely the step-up street 
canyon (H1:H2 = 1:2), the symmetrical street canyon (H1:H2 = 1:1), and the step-down street 
canyon (H1:H2 = 2:1). The field synergy theory is used for the quantitative analysis of the 
relationship between pollutant dispersion and convective mass transfer in street canyons. 
Figure 6 shows that the change in the street canyon shape caused significant changes in the 
flow field and the distribution of pollutants. The following was observed: (1) there is a clockwise 
main vortex in the step-up street canyon (fig6(a) and fig6(b)). Due to the low buildings on the 
leeward side, the air flows out of the street canyon toward the leeward building and interacts with 
the air in the adjacent street canyon on the left, forming a small vortex on the leeward building roof. 
The pollutant is concentrated near the ground on the leeward side, near the building surface, and on 
the roof. Near the building on the windward side, including the right sidewalk, the concentration of 
pollutants is consistent with the background concentration. (2) There is a closed clockwise main 
vortex inside the symmetrical street canyon (fig6(c) and fig6(d)). The concentration of pollutants 
on the leeward side is greater than that on the windward side. The impact of the pollutants on the 
leeward building is limited to the street-facing façade without affecting the roof. The concentration 
of pollutants near the windward building and the ground is slightly higher than the background 
concentration. (3) There are two vortices with opposite directions in the step-down street canyon 
(fig6(e) and fig6(f)). The pollutant is concentrated near the windward building. Due to the 
suppression of the upper vortex, most of the pollutants are concentrated in the lower right of the 
street canyon. The concentration near the leeward building is stratified, and the concentration of 
pollutants in the lower half is nearly twice that in the upper half. By comparing the maximum 
dimensionless concentration of the three types of street canyons, the step-up street canyon has the 
lowest pollutant concentrations, and the step-down street canyon has a concentration that is about 
twice that of the other two street canyon types. The results show that the step-up street canyon 
contributes to the dispersion of pollutants, whereas the step-down street canyon hinders the 
dispersion of pollutants.  
The dispersion of pollutants in the air is essentially a process of convective mass transfer. We 
introduce the concept of the field synergy theory of the convective mass transfer to determine the 
characteristics of pollutant dispersion in street canyons. The theory indicates that for the same 
substance and the same dispersion conditions, its physical properties are unchanged; therefore, the 
mass transfer dispersion coefficient and kinematic viscosity are constant. The effect of the 
convective mass transfer depends not only on the magnitude of the velocity vector and the 
concentration gradient vector but also on the angle of the two vectors. For the three types of street 
canyons, the reference wind speed (2 m/s), the Reynolds number, and the Schmitt number are the 
same. The quantitative parameter that characterizes the effect of the convective mass transfer is the 
field synergy number Fcm. 
 
(a)                                     (b) 
 
(c)                                     (d)     
 
                 (e)                                    (f) 
Fig. 6 Flow fields and dimensionless concentrations of CO in three street canyons.(a)and(b) step-
up street canyon; (c)and(d), symmetrical street canyon; (e)and(f,) step-down street canyon. 
Figure 7 shows the histogram of the field synergy number and the average CO concentration 
in the three street canyons. The results show that the larger the field synergy number, the smaller 
the average CO concentration is in the street canyon. The reason is that the better the synergy 
between the velocity field and the concentration gradient field is in the street canyon, the better the 
convective mass dispersion effect is. The results show that the use of convection mass transfer 
theory is suitable for the quantitative analysis of the pollutant dispersion characteristics in street 
canyons with different geometries. The pollutant dispersion capacity in the three types of street 
canyons from best to worst is step-up street canyon > symmetrical street canyon > step-down street 
canyon. 
 
Fig. 7 Histogram of field synergy number and average concentration 
 
4.2 Influence of the wind catcher 
Air quality in street canyons is closely related to ventilation. In the Middle East and North 
Africa, wind towers and wind catchers were once common building elements because they are 
highly effective methods for natural ventilation and passive cooling. Researchers [31, 46] have studied 
the impact of wind catchers on urban ventilation and pollutant dispersion in urban street canyons. 
The geometry and wind direction of the wind catcher are the primary factors affecting the airflow 
in street canyons. We investigated the use of wind catchers (0.3 H × 0.5 H) (Figure 8) in the three 
street canyon types to determine the ventilation effect and the pollutant dispersion characteristics.  
 
Fig. 8 Diagram of the wind catchers 
Figure 9 shows that the setting of the wind catcher changes the flow field structure and vortex 
structure in the street canyon and forms a channel flow so that the air can flow out of the street 
canyon, which improves the ventilation in the street canyon. The following was observed: (1) In the 
step-up street canyon(fig9(a) and fig9(b)), the original airflow was divided into two parts; one part 
flowed out of the adjacent street canyon on the windward side, and the other flowed out of the 
adjacent street canyon on the leeward side. The concentration of pollutants on the leeward side of 
the street canyon was uniformly distributed in the near-surface area of the street canyon, which is 
detrimental to the health of pedestrians. (2) In the symmetrical street canyon (fig9(c) and fig9(d)), 
the distribution of the pollutants changed from the leeward side to the windward side, and some of 
the pollutants were moved out of the street canyon; this resulted in a decrease in the area affected 
by the pollutants. (3) In the step-down street canyon(fig9(e) and fig9(f)), the original 
counterclockwise vortex in the lower part of the street canyon changed into a channel flow, and the 
pollutants originally concentrated near the windward side of the street canyon dispersed out of the 
street canyon. As shown in Fig. 9(f), most of the pollutants were located near the wind catcher on 
the right, and the CO concentration was reduced from the original 5.5 to 3.2, indicating an 
improvement in the air quality in the step-down street canyon. 
 
(a)                                    (b) 
 
(c)                                   (d) 
 
                 (e)                                     (f) 
Fig. 9 Flow fields and dimensionless concentrations of CO in three street canyon types equipped 
with wind catchers. (a)and(b), step-up street canyon; (c)and(d), symmetrical street canyon; 
(e)and(f), step-down street canyon. 
The changes in the synergy angle, Sherwood number, and average CO concentration were 
determined to quantify the impact of the wind catcher on the pollutant dispersion in the street canyon. 
In Figure 10, the synergy angle changed in the three different street canyon types after the wind 
catcher was installed. When the modulus of the two vectors of velocity and concentration gradient 
remained constant, it was observed that the smaller the synergy angle, the better the synergy was. 
(1) In the step-up street canyon(fig10(a) and fig10(b)), the synergy angle of the central area of the 
street canyon was significantly lower, and the area with an angle smaller than 20° increased by 
nearly three times. The synergy in the street canyon was significantly improved. (2) In the 
symmetrical street canyon (fig10(c) and fig10(d)), the left half of the street canyon had a smaller 
synergy angle, and the middle area of the two wind catchers had a larger synergy angle. Overall, the 
synergy of the street canyon area was improved. (3) In the step-down street canyon (fig10(e) and 
fig10(f)), the area with a larger coordination angle was significantly larger. In summary, the wind 
catcher had a significant effect on the synergy of the vector field, and the most significant effect 
occurred in the step-up street canyon. 
 
(a)                                   (b) 
 
(c)                                   (d) 
 
                 (e)                                    (f)      
Fig. 10 Comparison of synergy angles after installment of the wind catchers in the street canyon. 
(a)and(b), step-up street canyon; (c)and(d), symmetrical street canyon; (e)and(f), step-down street 
canyon. 
The wind catcher changes the size of the flow field in the street canyon, i.e., the Reynolds 
number changes. Figure 11 shows the effects of the wind catcher on the Sherwood number and the 
average CO concentration in the street canyons. The results show that the wind catcher increased 
the Sherwood number in all three types of street canyons, and the largest effect occurred in the step-
down street canyon. The Sherwood number increased by nearly four times in the step-down street 
canyon and by nearly two times in the other two street canyons. The average CO concentration 
decreased in the symmetrical street canyon and the step-down street canyon, and the rate of decrease 
was similar to the rate of increase in the Sherwood number. In the step-up street canyon, the average 
concentration of pollutants in the street canyon increased slightly after the wind catcher was 
installed. The results demonstrate that the field synergy of the step-up street canyon was 
significantly improved, but the wind catcher changed the flow in the street canyon. It is not possible 
to use the same Reynolds number for the entire street canyon and obtain a representative Sherwood 
number of the full flow field. However, there is not much difference between the average CO 
concentrations of the two cases, and it is believed that the Sherwood number of the convective mass 
transfer field synergy theory can be used to evaluate the dispersion of pollutants in street canyons. 
   
(a)                                      (b) 
 
                                       (c) 
Fig. 11 The Sherwood number and the average CO concentration in the street canyons after adding 
the wind catcher.(a) symmetrical street canyon;(b)step-up street canyon;(c)step-down street 
canyon 
 
4.3 Influence of ambient wind velocity 
As reported in [47], deterioration in air quality in street canyons usually occurs when the airflow 
is perpendicular or parallel to the street canyon. We investigated the case where the ambient wind 
direction is perpendicular to the street canyon to simplify the model to two dimensions and save 
computing resources because it is known that there is an effect of the wind speed on the flow 
structure and pollutant dispersion in street canyons. Five types of ambient wind speed are 
investigated, i.e., 1 m/s, 2 m/s, 3 m/s, 4 m/s, and 5 m/s to represent very light wind, light wind, 
medium wind, high wind, and very high wind. 
In this case, the wind speed and the Reynolds number are different. The field synergy number 
does not represent the effect of the convective mass transfer and dispersion. Therefore, the changes 
in the Sherwood number and average CO concentration for different wind speeds in different street 
canyon types were determined. Figure 12 shows that as the wind speed increases, the average 
pollutant concentrations decrease in all canyon types. The step-up street canyon has the largest 
Sherwood number, indicating the structural advantages of the step-up street canyon. Both the 
increase in the Reynolds number and the increase in the field synergy number cause an increase in 
the Sherwood number. The result shows that the wind speed has different effects on the synergy of 
the two vectors of wind speed and concentration gradient in the three street canyon types. The 
ranking of the average CO concentration from lowest to highest is step-up street canyon < symmetric 
street canyon < step-down street canyon. Figure 12 (b) shows that the step-down street canyon has 
the largest rate of decrease in the average CO concentration. The reason is that the step-down street 
canyon has the most even distribution of pollutants, and as the wind speed changes, the area of 
convective mass transfer and dispersion increases, resulting in a rapid decrease in the average CO 
concentration in the entire street canyon. In addition, as the wind speed increases, the rate of 
decrease in the average CO concentration decreases.  
 
(a)                                 (b) 
Fig. 12 Sherwood number and average CO concentration at different wind velocities in different 
street canyon types.(a) Sherwood number;(b) average CO concentration 
 
4 Conclusions 
Based on the similarity between convective mass transfer and convective heat transfer, the field 
synergy theory is extended to the convective mass transfer analysis of pollutant dispersion in street 
canyons. Accroding to this theory, Sherwood number was used to evaluate the impact of wind 
catchers on improving the ambient air quality of street canyon. The changes in the synergy angle 
explained the reason for this effect. Sherwood number was also used to quantitatively measure the 
pollutant diffusion in step-up and step-down street canyons. Since Sherwood number is positively 
correlated with Reynolds number, field synergy number is used to measure the effect of wind speed 
changes on the dilution of pollutants in the street canyon.  The following conclusions can be drawn: 
At the same wind speed, the pollutant dispersion performance differed for the different street 
canyon types. In the step-up street canyon, the pollutants were dispersed to the adjacent street 
canyon. The pollutant concentration in the step-down street canyon was significantly higher than 
that in the other two street canyons. The addition of wind catchers to the upper part of buildings 
significantly improved the synergy between the velocity and the concentration gradient vector field 
in the street canyon. The pollutants were significantly reduced in the symmetrical and step-down 
street canyon. In the step-down street canyon, the Sherwood number increased about 4 times, and 
the average concentration in the street canyon dropped to about a quarter. The effect of the wind 
catcher on the dispersion of pollutants was different in the three street canyons, and the performance 
ranking was as follows: step-down street canyon > symmetrical street canyon > set-up street canyon. 
Therefore, the addition of wind catchers in the step-down street canyon provides the best 
performance. 
When the wind direction was perpendicular to the street canyon, the larger the wind speed, the 
larger the Sherwood number was, and the greater the dispersion of pollutants in the street canyon 
was. However, the effect of the wind speed on the dispersion of pollutants differed for different 
street canyon types. The pollutant dispersion performance was as follows: step-up street canyon > 
symmetrical street canyon > step-down street canyon. 
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